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SSMD: snow, sand, mud or dust              ‘sealing the site’ = exiting avoiding leaving K’s footprints 

SSMD K inside perimeter K outside perimeter 

      

 1.  K killed V and left  

 (n) no footprints at all on surface of SSMD (n) perimeter not breached 

       Stilts; balloons; helicopter; tiptoes; horseback;      Murder by mechanical device 

       Swims in and out; legless; lays down boards on sand      V was induced to kill self 

       Tightrope; creates bridge to perimeter; phone lines;  

   

   

V  (m) K contrived not to leave own prints (m) perimeter breached by M (or third party) 

inside         K tampered with footprints**       Cricket ball thrown; shot then gun thrown; bullwhip; 

perimeter         K tampered with surface to erase prints       Fishing rod with barbs; cane shot, retrieved by dog;   

         Natural forces (tides) erased footprints       Flying booby trap; weight swung down and back; 

        K. approaches on adjacent ice, not leaving prints; 

         

   

  (v) V contrived not to leave K’s prints (v) perimeter breached by V 

        K carries M on back          

   

 2.  K killed V and stayed   

        First to body killed V    

     

      

   (m) K or third party returned Vs body to site 

V       K returned V’s body to site (thrown; carried on service lines) 

outside       Third party returned V’s body to site 

perimeter        Natural forces (tides) returned body  

     

   (v) V  returned to site and dies 

        V mortally wounded returned to site  

   

                     

**Tampering with footprints:  

1. K walks backwards from snow-bound building in own shoes; impression is he vanished from inside                              

2. K walks over his  own previous prints  and pretends to be W. (Witness) discovering V’s body                                            

3. K walks backwards from V wearing V’s shoes and throws V’s shoes back; impression is V walked in                                                     

4. K carries V wearing V’s shoes, then puts them on V and finds another exit or makes other fake prints  
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